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2the nal state in deep{inelastic non{forward scattering contains aside the (virtual) photon and nal{state hadron,
Eq. (1.1), a series of other hadrons, which even may emerge at the amplitude{level. The latter process is much more










, which was studied
before [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
In this paper we extend the description given in the ordinary non-forward case in Refs. [5, 6, 7] to physical processes













) +M(k) ; (1.2)
to investigate which of the properties derived in Refs. [5, 6, 7] remain valid in the more general situation and which
are changing to account for more realistic experimental situations which allow for additional studies of distribution
functions emerging in non{forward scattering [37].
If one looks for a diagrammatic representation of the amplitude for the process (1.2) then even in the special kine-
matics of the Bjorken region for (p
2




being small, there appear dierent production mechanisms. However,













then soft processes between the two nal particles and the
incoming particle j p
1
i are essential and we have to use a generalized distribution amplitude hp
2
; k j O j p
1
i. For other
cases one may try to make models which use wave functions of the nucleon h p
2
j and the meson h k j.











































































) denote the four-momenta of the




are the spins of these nucleons and k is the






denote the independent kinematic variables in the ordinary
non-forward case. In principle, this set of kinematic variables can be extended to the case of n outgoing (scalar)
mesons of momenta k
i






































xed. This denition has to be extended now by taking into account the additional momentum k. We dene the


























) xed. In the limit k
i
! 0, these denitions reduce to the usual generalized Bjorken region.
For completeness, we list the dierent kinematic domains for forward and general non-forward processes and the
related scaling variables. These domains are distinguished as follows:














quantities:  and . In the special case of DVCS  =   holds.
 Extended Bjorken region for non-forward scattering with a single outgoing scalar meson; xed quantities: ; 
and .
 n-Extended Bjorken region for non-forward scattering with n outgoing scalar mesons; xed quantities: ;  and

1
; : : : ; 
n
.

























=2 holds for processes including the outgoing mesons. The variables 
i
describe the momentum
fractions of the mesons k
i
in the innite momentum frame dened by the momentum P
+
. In the following we restrict
the consideration to the case of one additional nal-state meson and return to the case of n-mesons in Section VII.
It is important to remark that all physical processes mentioned above are distinguished only by taking dierent




























 (x) : denotes the hadronic current and S is the renormalized S matrix. Near the light-cone,
x
2
! 0; this operator will be decomposed via the non-local operator product expansion [16] into a series of non-local






























+ higher order terms : (1.10)
The coeÆcient functions are singular on the light-cone. They are entire analytic functions with respect to 
i
~x resulting
in a restricted integration range  1  
i






































ensuring gauge invariance. Here A

is the gluon eld, g the strong coupling constant and ~x is a light-like vector


















In Eq. (1.10) the avor structure has been suppressed. Eventually, in the singlet case, also operators containing the






have to be taken into account. The contributions which contain four or
more (anti)quark elds will be denoted by `higher order terms', possibly also together with (powers of) the gluon eld
strength, etc. By construction, the non-local light-cone expansion, depending on the order of terms being taken into
account, leads to a (sub)asymptotically relevant part and a well-dened remainder being less singular, see Ref. [2].
Taking matrix elements of the operators O
 
and performing a Fourier transformation in the expression (1.3) leads
to the physically interesting non-perturbative distribution amplitudes. Because the operational input (1.9) for these
amplitudes is the same for the dierent processes described above, the evolution equations of these amplitudes are
determined by the renormalization group equations of the operators O
 
and, therefore, also by the same anomalous
dimensions.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the quark-antiquark operator (2.13) as operational input
for the (extended) Compton amplitude. This allows one to use the known anomalous dimensions of this operator to
write down the evolution equations for the relevant distribution amplitudes used in the process including an outgoing
meson. The evolution kernel required for these evolution equations is determined by the anomalous dimensions of
the quark-antiquark operator and further computations of Feynman diagrams are not necessary, at least at one{loop
order. Furthermore this operator possesses a known twist decomposition given in Refs. [17, 18]. In this paper we only
determine the twist-2 part of the Compton amplitude in the simply extended Bjorken region which generalizes the
twist-2 representation known for forward and ordinary non-forward scattering.
In Section III the twist decomposition of the matrix elements and the necessary decomposition into suitable kine-
matic factors is performed thereby using the hadron equations of motion. This section also includes the denition of
the distribution amplitudes used in the process considered.
4In Section IV the twist-2 part of the Compton amplitude is calculated. It will be shown that, in the extended
kinematic region, the amplitude depends on the three scaling variables ;  and  and is given by triple-valued
distributions.
In Section V we extract integral relations contained in the Compton amplitude and Section VI includes the evolution
equations obeyed by the distribution amplitudes.
In Section VII we add some remarks on generic properties of the results obtained in the preceding sections and
consider the case of n outgoing mesons; Section VIII contains the conclusions.
Appendix A contains the projections of the twist{2 operators on the light cone. In the Appendix B we construct
the helicity basis for both photons and calculate all the helicity amplitudes. These projections show in explicit form
that the process (1.2) is current conserving on the level of the S{matrix.
II. OPERATOR STRUCTURE
In this section we discuss the operator structure of the Compton amplitude which will be used in the following sections.
For brevity we discuss only the avor non-singlet case and drop all avor structures in the operators. The construction
for the avor singlet case is to be carried out similarly.




; k; q) is given by the renormalized
time-ordered product of two electromagnetic currents, Eq. (1.9). Obviously, in lowest order in the coupling constant the
S-matrix can be set equal to one. Then, applying the Wick-Theorem to this time-ordered product and approximating
the quark propagator near the light-cone by









































































































































 (x=2)  ( x=2) : + :




































 has no singular
coeÆcient on the light-cone and is of minimal twist-4 and the last term stems from disconnected diagrams. Both
terms are therefore discarded, see Ref. [2].
The quark mass terms resulting from the mass dependent part of the operator (i@= +m) are less singular and will




















] and is of twist-3.
The rst term of the expansion (2.2) is of main importance, because it contains the leading light-cone singularity
and its minimal twist contribution is of twist-2. It also contains terms of higher twist (trace terms) and quark mass
terms resulting from the mass dependence of the scalar propagator  (x:m). These terms are also less singular on the
light-cone.







































where we indicate that S

is symmetric in  and , and noticing that the operator (2.2) is dominated by the
light-cone singularity, x
2




















































































This expansion has to be viewed as a simple form of the non-local light-cone expansion (1.10) from which the suitable









. Taking into account also higher order terms of the S-matrix additional operator
structures come into the play which, of course, are sub-leading.
























































with the respective operators. As is known from the general analysis of the light-cone expansion [3] the Fourier
transforms of the coeÆcient functions in Eq. (1.10) are entire analytic functions with respect to the variables ~xp
i




to the interval [ 1;+1].
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6III. TWIST DECOMPOSITION AND MATRIX ELEMENTS













~x), Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), contain contributions of dierent
twist. Here, the notion of twist is used in its original form [19] as
(geometric) twist ( ) = scale dimension (d)   Lorentz spin (j) : (3.1)
The operators appearing in the expansion (2.12) of the Compton amplitude have to be decomposed into their various


























however, o the light-cone they contain an innite series of growing twist.
A group theoretical procedure of the twist decomposition has been worked out in Refs. [17, 20] and applied to
various physically relevant light-ray operators. As a result, the twist-2 part of the operators (2.13) and (2.14) can






































= 0 ; (3.4)
on the un-decomposed light-cone operators and performing a subsequent  integration (which stems from the nor-




















































~x) = 0, is trivially fullled due to the property of d

. An analogous relation holds for the axial vector
and pseudo scalar operator. The twist-3 and twist-4 parts, however, cannot be constructed out of the (pseudo) scalar
operator since the latter, when restricted to the light-cone, is already of twist-2.
Since we want to extract the twist-2 part of the Compton amplitude, relation (3.5) will be applied to the matrix

























































Here, the spins of the nucleons have been suppressed in the notation. Let us mention that the geometric twist
decomposition of the matrix elements is due to the twist decomposition of the non-local operators. Usually, in
phenomenological considerations another notion of twist, called `dynamical' twist, is considered which has been
introduced in the decomposition of the (forward) matrix elements by Jae and Ji [21]. The interrelation of geometric
and dynamic twist was considered in Ref. [22]. In the case of lowest twist-2 there appears no dierence, but for higher
twist the mismatch of dynamical twist with respect to geometric twist leads to diering structures.









































it is more convenient to discuss the centered operator O ( ~x; ~x). Henceforth, for brevity, 
 
will be denoted by .








































) and u (p
2
) are on-shell spinors of the incoming and outgoing nucleons, m
0
is a dimensional mass scale






]. Because of p
 
! 0 the Pauli type factor K
2
vanishes in the forward












































are the distribution amplitudes in x space. They depend on ~xp
i
and all possible

















, as well as on the renormalization scale  and the coupling
constant g.














, the representation (3.10) of the scalar matrix element must be modied because of the
presence of the additional momentum k. Especially, further kinematic structures occur. They can be determined in






















































, demanding  not to be a pseudo scalar.




















= M u (p
2
) ; (3.14)
















































where an auxiliary mass m
0
has been introduced in order to get kinematic structures of equal dimensionality. Then,












































; kg generically denotes the multi-vector in the space of all the (three) hadronic momenta.
Although one possible set of kinematic factors is given by (3.16), it will be more convenient to choose another
one which is also linearly independent and contains the original kinematic factors K
0
a



















































































































































































































Using the equations of motion again, the factors K
a






























































This shows that the K
a
constitute a suitable set of kinematic factors for the scalar matrix element. In the limit k! 0




The decomposition of the matrix element of O ( ~x; ~x) and O
5











































































. Because the latter dependence vanishes on the light-
cone, it will not be discussed in the further considerations. As has been shown in Ref. [18] the whole x
2
 dependence
is governed by harmonic extension o the light-cone if the operator structure is already given on{cone. The

2




and will be discussed in Sec-
tion VI.























(~xp) are entire analytic in the variables ~xp, the support of their Fourier transforms
f
a

















)  (1 + z
1
)  (1  z
2
)  (1 + z
2
)  (1  z
3
)  (1 + z
3
) (3.23)
has been introduced to realize this support. pz is simply the product of the vectors p and z, see (3.24). To get a
representation in the momenta P













































































































In the following the explicit summation over a will be omitted, but will be indicated by the position of the index a.
The expression (3.25) will be inserted into (3.6) to calculate the matrix element of O
tw2

. Thereby, it is important













































































































































































































































This form of the matrix element is yet rather complicated. Since only the centered operator is needed in the following
considerations, we set 
+
= 0.


























































































































Obviously, these distribution amplitudes are not independent, and the restricted integration range in z space nally























in (3.28) with 
+
































































for the matrix element of the twist-2 part of the vector operator O

























































































in (3.29) and (3.30).



















) are uniquely related to the twist-2 (axial) vector operators and, in principle, should have been
marked by the related twist  = 2. However, since we do not consider higher twist this has been omitted. Second,
every distribution amplitude of denite twist { also o the light-cone { depends only on the z variables and, possibly,
on the momenta p. The x dependence is completely contained in the accompanying factors including, of course,
the exponential e
 i xP









have been determined in Ref. [18] (For the twist{2 case of DIS this statement has already been
made in Ref. [23].) Restricting onto the light-cone leads to the expressions (3.32) and (3.33). Third, these properties
hold for the operators of denite twist and are transposed to the corresponding matrix elements, independently
how many particles (momenta) occur in the incoming and outgoing states. Therefore, if a Fourier transformation
containing these matrix elements has to be performed this can be done by simply replacing ~x! x. (In Appendix A
we give these expressions explicitly together with their restriction onto the light-cone.) This will be applied in the
next Section for the expressions Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33).
IV. COMPTON AMPLITUDE
Now, we are in a position to compute the twist-2 part of the Compton amplitude (1.3). Of course, we need it in the
extended Bjorken region and, therefore, can restrict our consideration to the neighborhood of the light-cone. Thus,
we will take the matrix elements (3.32) and (3.33) with ~x replaced by x. Merging everything together, we use the

















































































































are xed at 
+
= 0 and  = 1=2, so that we can


















For the computation of the Compton amplitude it suÆces to know the operators at these given points, but for the
investigation of the evolution of the matrix elements their representation at general values of 
+
and  is needed, see
Section VI for the details.






























































































Q  q  
1
2















has been used. The x






is symmetric. As a last step in the computation of the Compton amplitude the Fourier transformation





































































































and the summation over  and  is performed in the symmetric part of T
tw2










































































































































































with the trace term separated from the antisymmetric
and remaining symmetric part.
This structure of the Compton amplitude is a generic one because it is also valid for the ordinary non-forward case:









and in the denitions of P and Q. The reason for that result is an outcome of the twist structure of
the operator which is the same for all the matrix elements under consideration. It holds also for the case of n outgoing
mesons.








and summation over the Dirac- and Pauli-structures one reproduces the form of the Compton
amplitude given in Ref. [7]. Here, the additional terms containing the functions F
tr
a
arise, because the trace term in



















 0 ; (4.8)






to zero. Therefore these terms have been omitted in Ref. [7]. If the ve kinematic factors
K
a
(x;p) containing the momentum k are present this is a priori no longer the case since non-vanishing contractions
like (uk= u) appear. Therefore, this term has been taken into full account here.




































We apply these approximations to the Compton amplitude and get a representation for its twist-2 part in the massless
12











































































































































































































are not directly measurable because they appear as Fourier variables of the distribution
amplitudes f
a
. The scaling variable , however, can be regarded as a physical quantity and it is therefore quite








as integration variable in the denominators of Eq. (4.10).















~  k   P
+
; (5.3)
which leads to the representation
P = P
+





The 4{vectors  and ~ dene o{collinear directions w.r.t. to the direction P
+
; vectors along this momentum are
denoted as collinear. Note that these vectors are non-forward still, since  6= 0. P contains collinear and o-collinear
contributions, the former of which are associated with the scaling variable t only. It will turn out that these collinear
parts play the dominant role in the process considered.
Dierent powers of P contained in (4.10), of course, will lead to a whole series of structure functions corresponding




. Therefore, let us generally dene double moments of the triple-valued distribution







































































































































In fact, the values n
i
= 0; 1 occur in the antisymmetric part and the values n
i
= 0; 1; 2 in the symmetric part. To
keep the discussion short, we consider the antisymmetric part of the Compton amplitude in full detail and give the
result for the symmetric part only for the leading terms, i.e., suppressing the trace terms. The explicit calculation
shows that the latter terms do not contribute to the leading order in .








u), we discuss this term





































































































































































































































Several tensor structures contribute. Note that in the foregoing discussion no assumption has been made on the
direction of the nucleon spin. As the polarization of the initial state nucleons in experiment is performed in outer





= 0 to hold.
The form (5.10) of the polarized Compton amplitude is very interesting because it includes a Wandzura-Wilczek
(WW) like relation between the distribution amplitudes being associated to two of the tensor structures [39]. This








































































(; ; ) (5.14)






















































All the above functions G
a
k











(t; ; ) =  G
a
1









(; ; ) : (5.15)
This relation between two twist{2 quantities can be viewed as a generalization of the WW-relation known from forward






























unlike the case for G
1
the respective functions do not appear in the Compton amplitude. Therefore we obtain at the
present level only one Wandzura{Wilczek like relation between the twist{two parts of the respective amplitudes. Of
course all the functions G
i
do receive higher twist contributions, which were not discussed in the present paper. Also
these contributions as emerging in the dierent amplitudes may obey similar integral relations. The generalization
(5.15) of the WW-relation has been obtained in Ref. [7] for the ordinary non-forward process (1.1) without outgoing
meson. The foregoing discussion shows that it remains valid for the more general process (1.2).
The Wandzura{Wilczek relation Eq. (5.15) is an identity between physical amplitudes which emerges at the level of





(t; ;) appears two times in the decomposition
of the Compton amplitude. These relations which determine the (geometric) twist-2 content of the dynamical twist-3
distributions have to be called geometric WW relations [7, 24, 26, 27, 28]. They are obtained by using solely group
theoretical means lying behind the denition of (genuine) geometric twist, Eq. (3.1). These WW-relations have to be
distinguished from the so-called dynamical WW-relations being obtained by using the QCD equations of motion as
has been done by [29]. To bring it to the point: Geometric WW relations are written for distributions having equal
geometric twist, whereas dynamic WW relations are written between distributions of equal dynamic twist. Despite
having the same formal structure their physical content is dierent. For a detailed discussion of these relations in
the case of meson wave functions see Ref. [27] which, however, with appropriate modications also holds for general
non-forward amplitudes (See also Ref. [20] where the case of quark distributions is discussed).




. To begin with, we rst remind
that only the Dirac structure K
1








t+ (1  ) z
 















is of order  with   . The additional terms are therefore of non-leading type, but are interesting
because these structures arise due to the meson momentum k.



























































































































































































































The meson momentum k and the momentum transfer q are connected to similar structures, but the functions G
0
i
related to k are far more complicated than G
i
. However, despite that fact the expressions within the parentheses in
Eqs. (5.18) { (5.20) could be written in the same manner as the expressions (5.12) { (5.14) showing potential WW-like









For the symmetric part T
tw2
fg
of the Compton amplitude we perform the same calculational steps as in the anti-
symmetric part, namely:




 contractions; this also includes the trace terms.






into the Compton amplitude (4.10).









 Partial integration with respect to t by formula (5.9).
15
 Projection onto the collinear part.
























































































































































































































































































The collinear part of T
tw2
fg


















































































































































(t; ; ) ; (5.24)




(t; ; ) = 2t  F
a
1
(t; ; ) : (5.25)
Similar to Ref. [7] one observes that the remainder contributions in Eq. (5.22) are suppressed for large values of , a
property of the o-collinear terms. One may see this, contracting the structures K
a
with the respective tensors in
front. As well known from forward scattering, the Callan{Gross relation receives corrections both from higher orders
in the coupling constant and due to mass eects, see e.g. Ref. [31], and therefore as well in the non-forward case. On










in Eq. (5.22). The corresponding structure functions will not be given in explicit form.
VI. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS FOR THE DISTRIBUTION AMPLITUDES
The scaling violations of the operator matrix elements and distribution amplitudes of the process considered are
described by the renormalization group equations governing the ultra{violet behavior of the light{cone operators.








) are called evolution equations, which we
are going to discuss in x  and z space. Since the avor content of the operators (2.7) and (2.8) has been suppressed
in the preceding sections, we treat only the avor non-singlet evolution equations as an example. The singlet evolution
equations are of quite similar structure (see e.g. Ref. [6]; for earlier work see Refs. [32, 33]).


















































By contraction with ~x








obeys exactly the same renor-
malization group equation because multiplication with ~x

commutes with the dierentiation on the left and with the
integration on the right hand side. This gives the renormalization group equation for the scalar operator which on













































































has been introduced. In Refs. [6, 32] it is shown that the non-local anomalous dimension matrix  is invariant under
















































followed by a translation by 
+
and a scaling by 
 1

























































































































































































































































) see Refs. [6, 32, 33]. The equation (6.10) will now be considered for the matrix







































































































Because we are interested in evolution equations in z-space, we perform a Fourier transformation of equation (6.12).









































































































































































































































































































































































































































Let us point to the remarkable fact that the variable z
k
connected to the meson momentum k only appears as a
parameter in f
a
and is not contained in the evolution kernel  . The same observation has been made in Ref. [15]
recently in the case of diractive scattering, where the parameters  or x
P
behave in the same way. In so far some of
the scaling variables of a problem, in the present case the variables 
i
, play another role than others, as here  and
, which interfere with the evolution.



































(t; ; ) in the variable t, which is compatible with the
former equation. This single-variable evolution equation governs the evolution of the structure functions contained in
the collinear part of the Compton amplitude.













































































~xk =  ~xP
+
(6.20)
appearing in the former equation are the scaling relations (1.7) in x space. Using the representation (3.25) under
these constraints leads to the result (6.17).











































































and perform the Fourier transformation in the variable ~xP
+





































































, also  (t; t
0
; ) does not depend on any k dependent variables like  or
z
k
being related to the meson momentum.
VII. GENERALIZATION TO AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF OUTGOING MESONS
In this section we summarize the generic properties of the results obtained in the preceding sections and extend it
to an arbitrary number of outgoing mesons. Generally, one may state that all the above results remain valid under

















) +   +M(k
n
) ; (7.1)
as shown in Fig. 1. To x the kinematic domain of this process, all meson momenta k
i










































































































as in Sections. II and III. Thus
one uses the approximation (2.12) and applies the twist-2 projection (3.6).















can be carried out for an




g enlarge the set of kinematic
factors K
a












for n  1
2 for n = 0
; (7.5)
for the scalar matrix element. This formula also reproduces the number of kinematic factors in the ordinary non-
forward case: the Dirac- and Pauli-structures.
Having all kinematic factors K
a




and writes down the





















































With this representation one goes through the same steps of the calculation as in the preceding sections, namely




 Application of the twist-2 projector
 Computation of the Compton amplitude.



















In this sense, the form (4.5) of the Compton amplitude is a generic result holding for a large class of processes. The










It is even possible to interpret the Wandzura{Wilczek and Callan{Gross relations obtained in Section V as generic
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n





; : : : ; 
n
) : (7.9)
Looking at the derivation of the evolution equation in Section VI, it is not diÆcult to nd the appropriate generalization
to an arbitrary number of mesons (k = (k
1
















































































For n = 0, this general evolution equation is reproducing the avor non-singlet part of the evolution equation given in






















































Only the number of mesons is relevant for the structure of this kernel. The single-variable evolution equation is of


























































) + M(k) at the level of the twist{2 contributions in lowest order in QCD in the massless limit. In the
















) kept xed, the
twist-2 contributions to the Compton amplitude were calculated using the non-local operator product expansion
for general spin states. In this approximation the Compton amplitude consists of ve kinematically independent
parts which in the limit k ! 0 reduce to the well known Dirac- and Pauli-type amplitudes. A decomposition of
the Compton amplitude was performed with respect to the helicity states of both (virtual) photons. In complete
analogy the (electromagnetic) gauge invariance of the non-local light-cone expansion holds at the level of the S{
matrix since the fact that the leptonic currents are conserved. Due to this, only those contributions in the Compton
amplitude are projected out, which obey gauge invariance. Integral relations generalizing the Callan-Gross and
Wandzura-Wilczek relations for unpolarized and polarized forward-scattering are derived by reduction to the collinear









) xed). In this connection attention has been drawn to the dierence between
geometric and dynamic WW-relations being related to dierent notions of twist. The evolution kernels of these













~x); they are independent of the meson momentum k. These
results show that deeply virtual Compton scattering o nucleons in the case of additional meson production behaves
quite similar to the case where mesons are absent. Both the basic structural relations as well as the scaling violations
are the same in both cases. However, the structure of the Compton amplitude is dierent in general, however only
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APPENDIX A: PROJECTION OF THE TWIST-2 OPERATOR ONTO THE LIGHT-CONE
This appendix is devoted to the derivation of the results (3.32) and (3.33) from the o{cone twist-2 non-local quark-
antiquark operators obtained in Ref. [18].




















































































































































































































































The relation between the non-local and the local operators, Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2), o the light-cone is obtained by






































= 2(2 + 1) : : : (2 + n  1) =  (n+ 2)= (2) is the Pochhammer symbol.
The projection onto the light-cone is obtained most easily by rst considering the local operators. Because of the




















one observes that from the expression (8.4) on the light-cone, x
2
= 0, only the term with the highest power, i.e., for
















































































































There are two options of doing this. In the rst instance we may replace iq






on the exponential expfi(q~x)g. This way one retains the expression (3.5) of the non-local twist-2 operator on the
light-cone from which the expression (3.32) has been derived. On the other hand, after taking matrix elements of (8.1)





(z), one obtains exactly
the expression (3.32). Analogous results hold for the axial vector case (3.33).


























for Re  >  
1
2














Then, after shifting the homogeneous derivations q@
q
in the expression (8.1) to the right and interpreting it as @

acting on the exponential, some partial integrations with respect to  can be performed which, nally, lead again to
the expression (3.5) and (3.32), respectively.
22
APPENDIX B: HELICITY PROJECTIONS AND CURRENT CONSERVATION
In this appendix we construct the helicity projections of the Compton amplitude generalizing the results of Ref. [7]













































. To dene the helicity basis we
introduce the two reference vectors
n
0
= (1; 0; 0; 0) ; (9.5)
n
2
= (0; 0; 1; 0) : (9.6)




































































































































































































































































































which follows from the relations
(qP
+
) =  ; (9.20)
(qP
 
) =   ; (9.21)








































=  1 for a = 0; 1; 2 and s
a












with k; l 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g (9.27)
















































































































































































































































































for the symmetric part. The helicity projections of the trace terms are all of order 1= and therefore not given in































































































































Here, we have only kept terms contributing to the highest power in , because all other terms vanish in the limit
 !1. Terms proportional to P
2
 
in the normalization factors have been neglected, because they do not contribute





























) = 0 (9.36)
vanish, these amplitudes are also identical to zero.
In the above only the contractions of the helicity vectors with the Compton amplitude were considered. For the
physical process, however, the corresponding projections for the leptonic tensors L
1;2

have to be considered as well to













 0 ; (9.37)

















give a non-vanishing contribution in the extended
Bjorken region, whereas other terms T
(5)
kl
for k; l = 1; 2; 3 are suppressed at least in O(1=
p















in leading order. Only two of the sixteen amplitudes are relevant for  !1. Similar results have been obtained in
Ref. [36].
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